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Hans Christian Andersen in Musical Translation
by Jean Christensen

Those of us who work in two cultures are fascinated by the peculiar
demands and limitations of translating the sensual and intellectual
qualities of one language to those of another, and by the challenges
of transferring ideas from one historical time to another. A similar
challenge exists for today's composers who set out to transform a
text into music, but this is a process that also involves other
considerations, for music has the additional potential to project
multidimensional time and space. H.C. Andersen was no stranger to
musical renditions of his work during his lifetime. In fact, because of
his early experience as a singer, dancer, and actor, he wrote librettos
for vaudeville and opera; however, many of those endeavors
resulted in works that were not very compelling. More interesting
were the musical scores for which his texts were chosen by his
contemporaries. Today's musical response to Andersen is the subject
of this study-and it is motivated by a bold new initiative.
In 2003, the Society for the Publication of Danish Music
[Samfundet til udgivelsen af Dansk Musik], a private nonprofit
organization founded in 1871 for the express purpose of publishing
the music of Danish composers, announced a project designed to
attract worldwide attention to a selected number of Danish
composers by commissioning ten works, each one to begin with an
Andersen tale as the springboard. These works were to be ready for
performance in 2005, the "Andersen Year," at which time the Society
would offer them to all extant orchestras in the anticipation that
Hans Christian Andersen would resound around the world in the
200 th year after his birth. The guidelines for the commissions were
simple: the basic ensemble should be an orchestra, but the work
could use a narrator, soloists, chorus, children's choir, and any
number of other ancillary elements. The composers chosen for the
project were all proven artists who represented a reasonably broad
range in age and experience. (No female composers-but that's
another story.)
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The originator of the idea, Klaus lb J0rgensen, himself a composer,
noted that beyond the two or three well-known and standard works
(Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf, Britten's Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra, Haydn's "Toy Symphony"), many orchestras lack choice
repertory for their concerts designed to entertain children with an
eye to developing an audience for symphonic music. Because these
series are a normal part of many outreach programs and often try to
involve children as participants, J0rgensen reasoned that they would
welcome new material, and whereas most Danish composers are not
world-figures, H.C. Andersen is. His tales are known and loved
everywhere. And so this ambitious project, Symphonic Fairy . Tales,
was launched to start early in 2005 and end in December of that
year.
Included in the ten final works were two symphonic poems,
Jesper Koch's Snedronningen [The Snow Queen] for orchestra, and
Sven Erik Werner's FABLIAU d'apres Andersen, with references Den
Ii/le pige med Svolvstikkerne [The Little Matchgirl], Grantrceet [The Fir
Tree], Skyggen [The Shadow], and Historien om en Moder [The story of a
mother].
The works by Morton Olsen and Fuzzy (Jens Wilhelm Pedersen),
Bent Lorentzen, and lb N0rholm maintain the more traditional, or
basic, form for children's works and call for a narrator and orchestra.
Olsen's Den Ii/le pige med svovlstikkerner og andre eventyr [The Little
Matchstick Girl and other stories], which includes The Ugly Duckling
and The Tinderbox, calls for a narrator only in the introduction, but
Fuzzy's Rejsekammeraten [The Travelling Companion] exploits a close
interaction between the narrator and orchestra all the way through.
Bent Lorentzen includes a narrator but adds a chorus with his
setting of Fyrtejet [The Tinderbox]. lb N0rholm's Klokken [The Bell]
requires a soprano soloist and a narrator for his treatment of the tale,
which was co-commissioned by his principal publisher,
Kontrapunkt.
The composers of the remaining four works-each of which is
different from the others- call for diverse and expanded forces.
Svend Nielsen in his Svinedrengen [The Swineherd] wants a narrator, a
soprano soloist, and a four-part (SATB) chorus. For his sixmovement "symphonic fairy tale" on Tommelise [Thumbelina], Svend
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Hvidtfelt Nielsen requires a narrator, soprano and alto soloists, a
three-part children's choir, and a SATB choir, and John Frandsen
calls for a narrator, tenor and baritone soloists, a children's choir, a
SATB choir, and mimes in his response to Skyggen [The Shadow] . Per
N0rgard, basing his work on Lygtemamdene tager til byen [The Will-othe-Wisps Are In Town] composed an explosive and elaborate work, a
"Cantata," for narrator, mezzo-soprano (the marsh witch), soprano
(the woman), tenor (the man), children's and girls choirs (in masks),
and a four-part SATB chorus. His work was co-commissioned by his
publisher, Edition Wilhelm Hansen. 1
The scores and idea of Symphonic Fairy Tales attracted attention
from a number of orchestras. The first performances were given in
March, 2005 in locations as distinct from each other as Basle,
Switzerland and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Thus far works have
been heard in Chile, England, Spain, Poland, Portugal, Egypt, and in
the Nordic countries, specifically Norway, Sweden, and Denmark.
As of this writing, negotiations are in progress for an entire program
of Andersen works in Sydney, Australia in spring, 2006. To our loss,
no American orchestra has yet participated.
This was not the only musical project in this Andersen year, but it
was the most ambitious one, and for its efforts the Society was
awarded the Bolero Prize from the Danish Radio as the project that
most affected the Danish public. It was featured on the cover of the
major Danish music journal, Dansk Musiktidsskrift for the first issue
of 2005/2006, its 80th year of publication.
How would today's composers translate Andersen's words and
thoughts? To what degree would they be able to convert Andersen
into contemporary terms? How might they need to change the tales
to achieve such a purpose? For many who know Andersen's simpler
stories, he would seem too gentle, too mild for what is needed in a
text for today's world. How to translate the more subtle points with
musical equivalents? Formally, several responses are possible, and
among these works are two symphonic poems; the rest more
generally explore the narrative thread of the story. What is more
diverse in the overall approach is the choice of text and the
interpretation given by the composer working in today's musical
idioms. There is little sense that the reference is limited to Denmark.
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Rather, like Andersen, each composer's musical idiom is one that
can be understood globally and one that easily accommodates the
narration of the text in whatever language the performers and
audiences normally use.
Jesper Koch's symphonic poem relies on the strong imagery in the
Snow Queen to stir the listener's imagination and their recognition of
"Lo ere a rose lay blooming" to call to mind Gerda's roses and her
trust in Kay's return. This full-blown symphonic poem is the one
work among the ten that most likely presents a challenge for young
audiences and would require-I imagine even in Denmark-some
sort of presentation and guiding imagery to be successful with them.
Sven Erik Werner's makes a point of choosing some of Andersen's
less positive stories. Werner's preface quotes the philosopher and
author Villy S0rensen, who writes:
One has here [in Denmark] to almost the same degree as
abroad, gotten used to the idea of Andersen as a harmless
author of children's fairy tales, that he not only used a naive
form, but was himself naive. And one overlooks all too
easily that he, right from the beginning ... possessed an
unusual intellectual power and an sense of irony that not the
least was keen to detect 'what was wrong about something'.
The irony in Werner's work (irony is admittedly hard to express in
music), comprises a musical presentation of the bitter, disillusioned
side of Andersen, for he chooses The Little Matchstick Girl, The Story
of a Mother, and The Shadow, and to this adds a musical quote from
Gade's romantic setting of a Christmas song with a text by
Andersen, "Barn Jesus I en krybbe la" ["Child Jesus in the Manger"].
While this is neither ironic nor pessimistic, it strives for a deeper
understanding, or experience, of "childhood" than found in, say,
popular musical versions of Andersen stories.
A more direct approach to updating Andersen is taken by John
Frandsen in his version of The Shadow, which requires two mimes.
One represents the man (alias Andersen) and the other his shadow,
the embodiment of superficiality, who gets the better of his master,
and, in the end, triumphs completely over him. Modernizing the text
sung by the youth choir, Frandsen stresses the satirical aspects of the
story and criticizes school systems that teach children to be
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automatons, lampoons the domination of the public by today's
mindless media, and dwells on the thoroughly unsavory nature of a
world that uncritically celebrates the acquisition of wealth and
position by hopelessly superficial figures of power. TJ:le targets are
universal (repeated complaints about the perpetually cold and grey
weather in the northern countries, notwithstanding) and may appeal
to ensembles everywhere.
Two composers successfully bring Andersen to life with more
traditional, one might say "child-friendly," settings of their chosen
stories. With The Tinderbox by Bent Lorentzen and The Traveling
Companion by Jens Wilhelm Pedersen, better known as "Fuzzy," we
have two notable examples of a classic narrated tale that works in
tandem with a musical accompaniment. Fuzzy's work requires
nothing more than a narrator (albeit a good one who can negotiate
the quick exchanges between the speaker and the orchestra);
Lorentzen's work requires a clever narrator, a men's chorus, and a
children's choir.
The marching music follows right on the opening fanfare in
Lorentzen' s Tinderbox is well calculated to get things off to a good
start and introduces the brave soldier on his way home from war.
This march serves throughout the work as the soldier traverses
various adventures-eventually marching right to the gallows as he
is mocked by the children of the town (sung by a children's choir, of
course). But, on the way there have been encounters, wondrous
magical moments (accompanied by strings and wind chimes) with
visions of the unimaginable: glistening gold!; a lovely and real
princess; barroom conviviality in the inn; and some rough
treatment-full of childish satisfaction-for the stubborn, oldfashioned royalty, King Birn and Queen Barn, who are taught a
lesson by the three huge dogs summoned by the tinder-box.
By contrast, Fuzzy, who deals with a more tender subject-little
Johannes in Traveling Companion-opens his work with a prelude
that conveys two contrasting expressions. At the beginning we hear
a hectic, intense passage that foreshadows the trials late in the story
in which Johannes is challenged to answer riddles by the bewitched
princess-on pain of losing his head. Then the music turns tender
with a sorrowful tone, followed by bells tolling for the dying father
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that immediately transports us right to the moment of the opening
text. Little Johannes eventually meets up with a kindly fellow and
the two stride along through the story to traveling music made all
the more amiable with its pleasant, rolling asymmetrical meter,
3+2+2 (counted: one-two-three, one-two, one-two). Of course there
have to be other elements to make these musical renderings into a
real fairy tale: for this purpose I chose examples of classic elements
from these two works to show how well adapted the music is, and
because they are charming. I liked especially the music for the
definitive and final argument with the witch whose head is
summarily chopped off and for Johannes's first venture that takes
him through a terrible storm, which he survives without harm
because he is so innocent. Subsequently, we encounter a nice old
king who answers his own door and dances happily when Johannes
answers the riddle correctly. More high points are captured in the
story when the Traveling Companion ventures out at night to the
trolls' cave and sees them dance to clacking xylophones-with a
dash of Grieg's Marching Dwarfs. Finally, after all the trials are
overcome and spells are broken, everyone celebrates with a festive
happy ending, the triumph of the soldier caught up in the climactic
finish by the narrator and orchestra.
Both Lorentzen and Fuzzy have broad experience in composing
for the theater (Fuzzy, in particular, for children's theater) and are
true to these traditions; they have invented immediate musical
characterizations for the stories and the principal personalities.
These works should become classics in the genre of works for
children.
If the Symphonic Fairy Tales had produced only the abovementioned works and perhaps five others, the project could have
been declared a success: nine new compositions, all designated to fit
a particular niche in the orchestral repertoire for an international
audience that would eventually become acquainted with living
Danish composers. However, one work stands out from the others:
The Will-O-The-Wisps Have Gone To Town by Denmark's reigning
composer, Per N0rgard, which was premiered in an English
translation by the Birmingham Symphony Orchestra in England,
and was performed again in Copenhagen in September, 2005 as the
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featured work on the first concert of the season of the Danish Radio
Symphony Orchestra. Here we find everything that such a project
could possibly hope to coax from a composer, a masterwork that
"speaks" on the same level as Andersen himself-without any
gimmicks- located in another time, at another place. It calls to mind
the observation made by the insightful critic Georg Brandes, who, in
a well-known, still relevant essay on Andersen, pointed out that
when Andersen tells an apparently simple tale and speaks directly
to children in their language, he is deeper and his observations are
more perceptive than when he is moralistic or philosophical.
N0rgard's work, too, is child-friendly without being childish; it
evokes today's difficulties without preaching and communicates on
many levels at once with its multi-layered dimensions of reference.
It is funny, charming, and yet dead serious. It rises effortlessly above
facile postmodernism, and it avoids sycophant pandering and oversimplification.2
Designated a cantata, the work is longer and more extensive than
any of the others in the project, and it requires more varied forces: a
children's choir for the will-o-the-wisps, a mezzo-soprano for the
marsh witch, a narrator (a man, Andersen's alter ego), soprano and
tenor soloists, and a mixed choir of townspeople-plus a small
drum corps. By all appearances the work is infectious for
participants. In the first performance in Birmingham, the children
seemed transformed, delighted and jumping, ready for their roles as
wicked creatures to be loosed on human kind to create havoc where
they could in order to get the promised reward: to become front
runners for the devil's stage coach.
N0rgard was personally drawn by certain aspects of Andersen's
tale, Lygtemamden tager til byen. Immediately captivated by the willo-the-wisps, he thought of them as children. He also took to the dual
(perhaps even triple) nature of the story teller-clearly Andersen
himself-who tells about himself, a man who is telling a story. And
he was enticed by the story's mythic characters, creatures of the
bogs: the earthy marsh witch who brews her beer and sees all, the
glow-worms, jack-o-lanterns, and the will-o-the-wisps, who, being
born at the right moment and in the right place, have 365 days to
make humans do evil deeds, each and every day. Lastly, N0rgard
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was drawn to the fact that the story stops before it ends: Andersen
does not say what happens-whether or not the little mischievous
creatures are successful. All he says is that he would not be believed
if he tried to warn the townspeople; they would only think he is
trying to tell them a story.
Not fancying himself an author commensurate with the task,
N0rgard called on one of the best-known writers and debaters in
modem-day Denmark, Suzanne Brngger, and asked her to help him
complete the tale. Suzanne Brngger (whose name appears together
with N0rgard's on the cover of the Dansk Musik Tidsskrift), had the
ingenious idea of having the will-o-the-wisps reappear in our time
and try their mischief in today's world. In the cantata, the words of
the narrator and most of the marsh witch's words-especially when
she is conversing with the narrator-are right out of Andersen; the
texts for the townspeople and for the will-o-the-wisps were written
by Brngger. As the recitation of recognizable, up-to-date aspects of
this world's moral decay, ecological disasters, theological
smokescreens, and such accumulates, it becomes clear that the little
old nineteenth-century devils are having a hard time making any
headway in our world with their old-fashioned dirty tricks. After a
countdown and the 365 days are up, the eager, dancing little jack-olantems have to admit defeat and apologize profusely for the
failure.
The relatively long overture begins gently but somewhat uneasily,
then grows more and more restless. It climbs higher and higher,
with persistent pounding in the xylophones, then screaming sirens
intervene and bring it to an abrupt end. These were "hard times" in
1865. Denmark had lost a third of its territory, storks and swallows
returned home to burned-out nests, and enemy horses roamed on
the graves. The man-a storyteller who is now without any storiesgoes looking for some: down past the graveyard and gardens
denuded of flowers ("night violets," the soloist sings) for they have
all been woven into funeral wreaths to put into caskets, and on
down to the meadow. But he finds nothing, only six four-leaved
clovers, which he pockets.
That evening, in the red glow of the setting sun, the marsh witch,
who takes a break from her brewing, comes to visit. To the
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accompaniment of a rather wicked-sounding dance she invites him
to come with her to the bogs after midnight. There in the light of the
will-o-the-wisps, he can drink poetry from a bottle ("seductive
waters") and experience a virtual reality where jack-a-lanterns
shimmer. There is everything the heart desires, a fairy tale life with
love and mineral water in a bottle and (here Brngger chimes in)
"SCANDALS" (referring no doubt to folks like the CEOs from
Enron) where the rich get richer until, overnight, they become
paupers! When the marsh witch intones, "AND THEY REACH THE
BOT-TOM!," the crowd yells, "Glad it's not me!"
All of a sudden, she realizes that the will-o-the-wisps are not only
loose, they are on the town: "Be on your guard!" But too late! They
are already at work, gleefully anticipating their conquests: 365
humans to lead astray, one each day. Day-by-day they work their
mischief, but find with only 65 days left that they are losing-"it's so
much worse than we expected." They are up against tough
conditions: today's morality is sunk so low that mothers care
nothing for their children who "sleep in the gutter while the mothers
wallow in butter."
The marsh witch (alias Brngger) wraps it up with a list of the
ultimate degradation-a "run-down" of abject outcomes of several
of Andersen's own tales! Today (she says) they would read like this:
"The princess could not feel the pea at all; she just gives up the
whole mess thinking it's all 'too damned hard'!" "The mermaid
would rather keep her tail than charm the prince and learn to talk."
"Clod-Hans can only mutter the worst nonsense." "The tinder-box is
damp and cannot light the match at all." "The dogs are much too fat
to run anywhere." "The ugly duckling got uglier and uglier, never
became a swan, and in the end looked more like a stuffed hen."
AND, "the witch cut the head off the soldier, and so finally got her
revenge!"
But this is not the end. N0rgard, for whom optimism is never
framed by official success stories, never loses his faith in alternative
wisdom, is on a search for unity behind diversity. The poet Pia
Tafdrup, whose penetrating account of the experience of having her
poem, Mythic Morning, translated to music by the composer, writes
that N0rgard's procedure may be likened to a search for the place
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"beyond words, where music takes over and thoughts end, where its
vibrations reach the innermost, most elementary parts of our beings,
areas that are vital but elude definition by words." 3 It is this aspect
of N0rgard's work that transcends the ordinary and that serves to
bring his response to Andersen's thought to a level or place that
resonates marvelously with the spirit of the text.
Responding to the need for an ending to the story, N0rgard
introduced a new, but familiar, element. But first, the marsh witch
departs the stage, and there is a knock at the door. The narrator goes
to see who is there-"Could it be a fairy tale?" -and he leaves the
stage as the chorus of townspeople begin, tentatively, to sing: "There
is something that knocks, a song we can't quite understand; it's in
fairy tale language." Then the drumming joins in. Next, sopranos
chime in with "Bim barn, just like a song" and the chorus begins to
soar until eventually, in a clear reference to one of the most eloquent
of Andersen's tales, The Bell or Klokken, a bell begins to ring. Then
two. And finally, many bells "ring" from the forest's innermost
regions. Chimes sound everywhere: "Hear the sound of the bell
deep in the forest-'skovklokkeklang' [the fairy tale]." Ever so
slowly the tones spread through the chorus and orchestra, and just
as slowly they come together; the work ends in one long, drawn-out
tone. Fairy tale, childish openness, spiritual intuition, and musical
sensitivity all join hands.
11 wish to thank the Society and the co-commissioning publishers Edition
Wilhelm Hansen and Kontrapunkt for providing scores of all the works for
this study.
2An excellent translation to English by Svend Ravnkilde captures the homey
qualities of the texts and elegantly facilitates performances abroad.
3Pia Tafdrup,
"Mytisk morgen - mytisk aften," Mangfoldighedsmusik:
Omkring Per Nergard, J0rgen. I. Jensen, Ivan Hansen, Tage Nielsen, eds.
(Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 2002), 199.
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